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Leaked document links George Soros to the ‘Best for Britain’ activist group that is
lobbying for the UK to stay in the EU. The group is trying to sway public opinion and is
targeting MPs to convince them to vote against the final Brexit deal. So far, he has
given over $554,840 to the group through his Open Society Foundation. -GEG
A leaked strategy document reveals that billionaire financier George Soros is one of
three senior figures tied to a Remain group called “Best for Britain,” which is
“secretly” pushing for a second referendum on Brexit to keep Britain in the EU,
the Telegraph reports.

The 87-year-old Hungarian-American worth an estimated $25 billion has given over
£400,000 ($554,840) to the group through his Open Society Foundation.

The leaked document also outlines a nationwide advertising campaign this month, as well
as a drive to recruit major Tory donors in an attempt to undermine Prime Minister
Theresa May and influence MPs.

It also plans to target MPs and convince them to vote against the final Brexit deal to
trigger another referendum or general election, according to a strategy document leaked
from a meeting of the group.

The document says the campaign, which will begin by the end of this month, must “wake the
country up and assert that Brexit is not a done deal. That it’s not too late to stop
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Brexit”. –Telegraph

According to the Telegraph, MPs in 100 “Leave-supporting constituencies” will be
pressured using “a range of guerrilla marketing tactics” to vote against Brexit. In
addition to a series of “momentum-style” mass rallies and concerts planned by the
“Remain” proponents, the campaign will reportedly have a “heavy youth focus.”

The group also plans to provide financial support to the European Movement, which counts
former UK health minister Stephen Dorrell, and former chancellor Kenneth Clarke as Vice
President.

Soros’s involvement in the scheme emerged after he entertained six Conservative donors
at his Chelsea mansion last Monday.

Read full article here…
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